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A Kids' Guide To America's
Bill Of Rights: Revised
Edition
Provides basic information about the biology, life
cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief
profiles of each of the eighty bird families in
North America.
"A trenchant analysis of how the wealthiest 9.9
percent of Americans--those just below the tip of
the wealth pyramid--have exacerbated the
growing inequality in our country and distorted
our social values"-For use in schools and libraries only. A fully
revised and updated edition of an introduction to
America's Bill of Rights vividly outlines the first
10 Amendments while explaining their history
and role in everyday life. By the award-winning
author of Lives of the Artists.
Did you know that flags are actually pictures that
send a message to everyone who sees them? In
The Flag Book you'll uncover the hidden
meanings of flags- from country and state
colours to flags used in sports, on ships and
aeroplanes, and by the most dastardly of
Caribbean pirates.
Road to Independence
A Kid's Guide to Arab American History
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The Best Birding Book for Kids from National
Geographic's Bird Experts
What Is the Declaration of Independence?
National Parks
Profiles one hundred bird species from coast to
coast, offers information about topics ranging from
bird calls to behaviors, and provides complementary
sidebars, range maps, and instructions for building
birdhouses and bird feeders.
Four-time #1 bestselling author and veteran
television news journalist Bill O'Reilly has more than
5 million copies of his books in print to date! His first
book for young fans, The O'Reilly Factor for Kids,
held the honorable distinction of being the #1
bestselling nonfiction title for kids in 2005 according
to Nielsen's The Book Standard. Back again with a
dialogue on rights that will have everyone talking,
O'Reilly and his coauthor Charles Flowers dole out
the kind of blunt, cogent, commonsense commentary
you count on them for. Together they explore timely
questions being debated in and out of courts today,
including: Can a kid wear an anti-gay T-shirt on
campus? Does a school newspaper have the right to
bad-mouth a principal? Does a mother have the right
to eavesdrop on her daughter's telephone
conversations? Some of the answers will surprise
you. Some will empower you. All will make you think.
Here is a history book you can trust. Taken from
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original documents, the text and illustrations have
been thoroughly researched to ensure accuracy.
Children will learn the great Christian landmarks in
America's history,
The bestselling author ofThe O'Reilly Factor, The No
Spin Zone, and Who's Looking Out for You? talks
straight to kids this time. He is as demanding, direct,
and wry asever—but he's also more revealing too,
sharing candid snapshots of his own childhood
throughout. Bill O'Reilly, a former schoolteacher,
now an award-winning broadcast news journalist,
husband, and father of two, joins forces with an
experienced educator to bring you, America's youth,
a code of ethics by which to live.In this latest book,
Bill takes to task bullies, cheaters, advertisers who
target you irresponsibly, and parents who fight for
their children to win undeserved honors instead of
earning them on their own merit. He lays bare the
unvarnished truths about sex, money, smoking,
drugs, alcohol, and friends. What he has to say
about these issues may very well surprise you. He
offers coping devices for those enduring a divorce,
struggling with teacher, parent, or sibling
relationships, and planning their futures. He also
shares wisdom on such subjects as death, politics,
and God. Whether you take the tests he's provided,
take the advice he doles out, or just take a cue from
the personal stories he shares, you're bound to
make smarter choices in your life, and that's all Bill
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asks for.
A Guide to America's Greatest Symbols
Ancestor Approved: Intertribal Stories for Kids
A Survival Guide
Celebrate America
History and Government
The Flag Book
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the
Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the
Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large
cities, but other classifications that will
be found useful wherever he may be. Also
facts and information that the Negro Motorist
can use and depend upon. There are thousands
of places that the public doesn't know about
and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some?
If so send in their names and addresses and
the kind of business, so that we might pass
it along to the rest of your fellow
Motorists. You will find it handy on your
travels, whether at home or in some other
state, and is up to date. Each year we are
compiling new lists as some of these places
move, or go out of business and new business
places are started giving added employment to
members of our race.
Explore America's 60 amazing national parks!
From Acadia's seaside cliffs and coves to
Zion's enchanting red valleys, you'll
discover wolf-howling, water-rushing, lavaexploding, heart-racing destinations. Find
out each park's secrets and surprises, plus
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their best sights, activities and animals to
spot.
This groundbreaking work features handcolored, life-sized prints of North American
birds based on field drawings made by famous
wildlife artist John James Audubon. The work
includes images of six now-extinct birds.
This is the seventh of seven volumes.
Children’s Book Guild Nonfiction Award-winner
Kathleen Krull is an expert at bringing
history to life in her engaging titles and
series, including Women Who Broke the Rules,
Lives of . . . , Giants of Science, and A
Kid’s Guide to America’s Bill of Rights. This
time, she introduces readers to the women of
the White House in A Kid’s Guide to America’s
First Ladies! Find out what our country’s
First Ladies thought, did, and advocated for
as they moved into the White House. Why did
the Patriots love Martha Washington? What
causes did Eleanor Roosevelt support and
lead? What did Jacqueline Kennedy do to
establish her legacy long after she left the
White House? How did Hillary Clinton turn her
role as First Lady into a political career of
her own? Packed with anecdotes and sidebars,
a timeline of the advancement of women’s
rights, and humorous illustrations and
portraits, Kathleen Krull’s introduction to
the First Ladies of the United States brings
vividly to life the women to hold the role as
they paved the way for American women in
times of change.
And What Is at Stake
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A Kids' Guide to America's First Ladies
The Animal Book
White Kids
America's National Parks
National Geographic Kids Bird Guide of North
America

Step back in time to the birth of
America and meet the real-life rebels
who made this country free! On a hot
summer day near Philadelphia in 1776,
Thomas Jefferson sat at his desk and
wrote furiously until early the next
morning. He was drafting the
Declaration of Independence, a document
that would sever this country's ties
with Britain and announce a new
nation—The United States of America.
Colonists were willing to risk their
lives for freedom, and the Declaration
of Independence made that official.
Discover the true story of one of the
most radical and uplifting documents in
history and follow the action that
fueled the Revolutionary War.
"Updated guide to birds in North
America, for kids"-Explore the lives of America's 45
presidents, as well as notable first
ladies, famous speeches, and major
constitutional events, with The
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Presidents Visual Encyclopedia. From
George Washington to Donald Trump, this
visual reference guide presents a
unique insight into life in the White
House. More than 150 easy-to-read
entries cover the presidents, first
ladies, the Louisiana Purchase, the
Gettysburg Address, and more, and over
200 fascinating photographs add to
kids' knowledge of these leaders and
the key moments that defined their time
in office. The Presidents Visual
Encyclopedia is the perfect one-stop
reference guide, teaching kids all they
need to know about the history of the
United States and the remarkable impact
our country has had on the rest of the
world.
Introduces students to the Constitution
of the United States and the aura of
crisis which surrounded the creation of
the document.
The Cities Book
The Constitution
A Kid's Guide to America's Parks,
Monuments, and Landmarks, Revised and
Updated
The Kid's Guide to Acadia National Park
A Children's Companion Guide to
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America's History
A Memoir of An Undocumented Childhood
Winner, 2019 William J. Goode Book Award,
given by the Family Section of the
American Sociological Association
Finalist, 2019 C. Wright Mills Award,
given by the Society for the Study of
Social Problems Riveting stories of how
affluent, white children learn about race
American kids are living in a world of
ongoing public debates about race, daily
displays of racial injustice, and for
some, an increased awareness surrounding
diversity and inclusion. In this heated
context, sociologist Margaret A. Hagerman
zeroes in on affluent, white kids to
observe how they make sense of privilege,
unequal educational opportunities, and
police violence. In fascinating detail,
Hagerman considers the role that they and
their families play in the reproduction of
racism and racial inequality in America.
White Kids, based on two years of research
involving in-depth interviews with white
kids and their families, is a clear-eyed
and sometimes shocking account of how
white kids learn about race. In doing so,
this book explores questions such as, “How
do white kids learn about race when they
grow up in families that do not talk
openly about race or acknowledge its
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impact?” and “What about children growing
up in families with parents who consider
themselves to be ‘anti-racist’?” Featuring
the actual voices of young, affluent white
kids and what they think about race,
racism, inequality, and privilege, White
Kids illuminates how white racial
socialization is much more dynamic,
complex, and varied than previously
recognized. It is a process that stretches
beyond white parents’ explicit
conversations with their white children
and includes not only the choices parents
make about neighborhoods, schools, peer
groups, extracurricular activities, and
media, but also the choices made by the
kids themselves. By interviewing kids who
are growing up in different racial
contexts—from racially segregated to
meaningfully integrated and from
politically progressive to
conservative—this important book documents
key differences in the outcomes of white
racial socialization across families. And
by observing families in their everyday
lives, this book explores the extent to
which white families, even those with antiracist intentions, reproduce and reinforce
the forms of inequality they say they
reject.
A rhyming, ABC adventure book for children
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that explores St. Augustine, Florida's
historical figures and landmarks. This fun
and educational book includes a map in the
back that guides families on a tour, and
includes new interactive activity pages
for additional learning.
Many Americans, educators included,
mistakenly believe all Arabs share the
same culture, language, and religion, and
have only recently begun immigrating to
the United States. A Kid's Guide to Arab
American History dispels these and other
stereotypes and provides a contemporary as
well as historical look at the people and
experiences that have shaped Arab American
culture. Each chapter focuses on a
different group of Arab Americans
including those of Lebanese, Syrian,
Palestinian, Jordanian, Egyptian, Iraqi,
and Yemeni descent and features more than
50 fun activities that highlight their
distinct arts, games, clothing, and food.
Kids will love dancing the dabke,
constructing a derbekke drum, playing a
game of senet, making hummus, creating an
arabesque design, and crafting an Egyptianstyle cuff bracelet. Along the way they
will learn to count in Kurdish, pick up a
few Syrian words for family members, learn
a Yemeni saying, and speak a little Iraqi.
Short biographies of notable Arab
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Americans, including actor and
philanthropist Danny Thomas, singer Paula
Abdul, artist Helen Zughaib, and activist
Ralph Nader, demonstrate a wide variety of
careers and contributions.
From the prizewinning journalist and
internationally recognized expert on
corruption in government networks
throughout the world comes a major work
that looks homeward to America, exploring
the insidious, dangerous networks of
corruption of our past, present, and
precarious future. "If you want to save
America, this might just be the most
important book to read now." --Nancy
MacLean, author of Democracy in Chains
Sarah Chayes writes in her new book, that
the United States is showing signs similar
to some of the most corrupt countries in
the world. Corruption, she argues, is an
operating system of sophisticated networks
in which government officials, key privatesector interests, and out-and-out
criminals interweave. Their main
objective: not to serve the public but to
maximize returns for network members. In
this unflinching exploration of corruption
in America, Chayes exposes how corruption
has thrived within our borders, from the
titans of America's Gilded Age (Andrew
Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, J. P.
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Morgan, et al.) to the collapse of the
stock market in 1929, the Great
Depression, and FDR's New Deal; from Joe
Kennedy's years of banking, bootlegging,
machine politics, and pursuit of infinite
wealth to the deregulation of the Reagan
Revolution--undermining this nation's
proud middle class and union members. She
then brings us up to the present as she
shines a light on the Clinton policies of
political favors and personal enrichment
and documents Trump's hydra-headed network
of corruption, which aimed to
systematically undo the Constitution and
our laws. Ultimately and most importantly,
Chayes reveals how corrupt systems are
organized, how they enable bad actors to
bend the rules so their crimes are covered
legally, how they overtly determine the
shape of our government, and how they
affect all levels of society, especially
when the corruption is overlooked and
downplayed by the rich and well-educated.
Animals of North America for Kids
On Corruption in America
Spotlight On America
The 9.9 Percent
How a Radio Station Defined Politics,
Counterculture, and Rock and Roll
Spare the Kids
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for
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all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other
research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better
writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-Presents step-by-step instructions for crafts based on Arab
American customs along with a brief history of why the craft is
important to Arab American culture.
Packed with anecdotes, sidebars, quotes, and illustrations, A
Kids' Guide to the American Revolution brings vividly to life
the birth of our nation. Introduce young readers to the stakes,
challenges, setbacks, and victories involved in the single
most important event in our nation’s history, the American
Revolution, with this approachable book from Kathleen Krull,
a Children’s Book Guild Nonfiction Award winner. Find out
what events led our young nation to go to war with Great
Britain and how the Declaration of Independence, the
document that continues to shape our civil rights, came to be.
· Why did the colonists want independence from Great
Britain? · What brought on the Boston Tea Party? · How did
the Declaration of Independence initially impact women and
slaves? · What did Benjamin Franklin do to convince the
French to join the revolution? · How was George Washington
chosen to lead the new young country? · What elements of
the Declaration of Independence continue to be debated
today? Kathleen Krull is an expert at bringing history to life in
her engaging titles and series, including Women Who Broke
the Rules, Lives of . . . , Giants of Science, and her other
books in A Kids’ Guide series, A Kids' Guide to America’s Bill
of Rights and A Kids’ Guide to America’s First Ladies.
Edited by award-winning and bestselling author Cynthia
Leitich Smith, this collection of intersecting stories by both
new and veteran Native writers bursts with hope, joy,
resilience, the strength of community, and Native pride.
Native families from Nations
across the continent gather at
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the Dance for Mother Earth Powwow in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
In a high school gym full of color and song, people dance, sell
beadwork and books, and celebrate friendship and heritage.
Young protagonists will meet relatives from faraway,
mysterious strangers, and sometimes one another (plus one
scrappy rez dog). They are the heroes of their own stories.
Featuring stories and poems by: Joseph Bruchac Art Coulson
Christine Day Eric Gansworth Carole Lindstrom Dawn
Quigley Rebecca Roanhorse David A. Robertson Andrea L.
Rogers Kim Rogers Cynthia Leitich Smith Monique Gray
Smith Traci Sorell, Tim Tingle Erika T. Wurth Brian Young In
partnership with We Need Diverse Books
1940 Edition
The World Book Encyclopedia
More Than 50 Activities
A Kids' Guide to America's Bill of Rights
History for Kids: American Revolution: a Captivating Guide to
the American Revolutionary War and the United States of
America's Struggle for Independence from Great Britain
A Young Reader's Guide to America's Oldest City

Find out what our country's First Ladies thought, did, and
advocated for as they moved into the White House. Why
did the Patriots love Martha Washington? What causes
did Eleanor Roosevelt support and lead? What did
Jacqueline Kennedy do to establish her legacy long after
she left the White House? How did Hillary Clinton turn
her role as First Lady into a political career of her own?
Packed with anecdotes and sidebars, a timeline of the
advancement of women's rights, and illustrations and
portraits.
Introduces important symbols of the United States,
including the flag, the Liberty Bell, and Mount Rushmore.
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Take a trip through 86 of the world's greatest cities. A mix
of photography, beautiful illustrations and hand drawn
maps take readers on an incredible world tour. Each page
is packed with facts on city living - from food and festivals
to architecture and history. This stunning compendium of
cities is the perfect gift for curious kids everywhere.
Kids can discover the animal kingdom like never before in
this beautiful encyclopedia, featuring over 100 incredible
creatures, from the grey wolf and green anaconda, to the
bald eagle and emperor penguin. Packed with facts and
illustrations, it also explores our relationship with these
animals and how we're affecting their lives and habitats.
Why Whupping Children Won't Save Black America
WBCN and the American Revolution
Beautiful Country
The Birds of America
A Kids' Guide to America's Bill of Rights (revised edition)
What Does It Mean to Be American?
Calling all Junior Rangers! This fun-filled
guide explores the wonders and weirdness of
more than 75 U.S. parks, monuments, and
landmarks, from Acadia to Zion. From
Yellowstone to the Statue of Liberty, from
Gettysburg National Battlefield to Mount
Rushmore, National Parks is the only kidfriendly, family-oriented book that covers all
of the 60 U.S. national parks, plus other
famous monuments and landmarks. With a
lively text and hundreds of color illustrations
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and photographs throughout, this updated
edition offers fascinating, memorable
information on every aspect of the parks,
such as the history, geography, natural
wonders, native wildlife and birds, and
unique features that make each park special.
Organized alphabetically by state, National
Parks takes readers on a whirlwind trip to 75
locations, including Denali National Park, Hot
Springs National Park, Everglades National
Park, Fort McHenry, White Mountain
National Forest, Ellis Island, the Blue Ridge
Parkway, Zion National Park, Block Island
National Wildlife Refuge, Mt. Hood National
Forest, and many more.
How Boston radio station WBCN became the
hub of the rock-and-roll, antiwar, psychedelic
solar system. While San Francisco was
celebrating a psychedelic Summer of Love in
1967, Boston stayed buttoned up and
battened down. But that changed the
following year, when a Harvard Law School
graduate student named Ray Riepen founded
a radio station that played music that young
people, including the hundreds of thousands
at Boston-area colleges, actually wanted to
hear. WBCN-FM featured album cuts by such
artists as the Mothers of Invention, Aretha
Franklin, and Cream, played by announcers
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who felt free to express their opinions on
subjects that ranged from recreational drugs
to the war in Vietnam. In this engaging and
generously illustrated chronicle, Peabody
Award–winning journalist and one-time
WBCN announcer Bill Lichtenstein tells the
story of how a radio station became part of a
revolution in youth culture. At WBCN,
creativity and countercultural politics ruled:
there were no set playlists; news segments
anticipated the satire of The Daily Show; onair interviewees ranged from John and Yoko
to Noam Chomsky; a telephone “Listener
Line” fielded questions on any subject, day
and night. From 1968 to Watergate, Boston’s
WBCN was the hub of the rock-and-roll,
antiwar, psychedelic solar system. A
cornucopia of images in color and black and
white includes concert posters, news
clippings, photographs of performers in
action, and scenes of joyousness on Boston
CommonInterwoven through the narrative
are excerpts from interviews with WBCN
pioneers, including Charles Laquidara, the
“news dissector” Danny Schechter, Marsha
Steinberg, and Mitchell Kertzman.
Lichtenstein’s documentary WBCN and the
American Revolution is available as a DVD
sold separately.
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An engaging picture book for children that
celebrates what it means to be
American--regardless of politics! What does it
mean to be American? Does it mean you like
apple pie or fireworks? Not exactly. While
politics seem to divide our country into the
two opposing teams of red and blue, one
truth remains: we are all Americans. But
what does that mean? This continuation of
the popular What Does It Mean to Be...?
series provides a nonpartisan point of view
perfect for any and all Americans who are
proud of who they are--and where they come
from, regardless of their political views.
Other Titles in the What Does It Mean to
Be...? Series: What Does It Mean to Be
Present? What Does It Mean to Be Global?
What Does It Mean to Be Kind?
Which 462 words are so important that
they've changed the course of American
history more than once? The Bill of Rights:
the first ten amendments to the Constitution,
the crucial document that spells out how the
United States is to be governed. Newly
revised and updated, packed with anecdotes,
sidebars, case studies, suggestions for further
reading, and humorous illustrations, Kathleen
Krull's introduction to the Bill of Rights
brings an important topic vividly to life for
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young readers. Find out what the Bill of
Rights is and how it affects your daily life in
this fascinating look at the history,
significance, and mysteries of these laws that
protect the individual freedoms of
everyone—even young people. Correlates to
the Common Core State Standards in English
Language Arts
A Kids' Guide to the American Revolution
National Geographic Kids Bird Guide of
North America, Second Edition
St. Augustine A to Z
The New Aristocracy That Is Entrenching
Inequality and Warping Our Culture
The Negro Motorist Green Book
The Sibley Guide to Bird Life & Behavior
A challenge to the cultural tradition of
corporal punishment in Black homes and its
connections to racial violence in America Why
do so many African Americans have such a
special attachment to whupping children?
Studies show that nearly 80 percent of black
parents see spanking, popping, pinching, and
beating as reasonable, effective ways to
teach respect and to protect black children
from the streets, incarceration, encounters
with racism, or worse. However, the
consequences of this widely accepted approach
to child-rearing are far-reaching and seldom
discussed. Dr. Stacey Patton’s extensive
research suggests that corporal punishment is
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a crucial factor in explaining why black
folks are subject to disproportionately
higher rates of school suspensions and
expulsions, criminal prosecutions, improper
mental health diagnoses, child abuse cases,
and foster care placements, which too often
funnel abused and traumatized children into
the prison system. Weaving together race,
religion, history, popular culture, science,
policing, psychology, and personal
testimonies, Dr. Patton connects what happens
at home to what happens in the streets in a
way that is thought-provoking, unforgettable,
and deeply sobering. Spare the Kids is not
just a book. It is part of a growing national
movement to provide positive, nonviolent
discipline practices to those rearing,
teaching, and caring for children of color.
Table of Contents Introduction 1. Large
Mammals of Yellowstone 2. Bighorns 3. Coyotes
4. Moose 5. Wolves 6. Cougars 7. Elk 8.
Pronghorn 9. Grizzly Bears 10. Black Bears
11. Bison or Buffalo 12. Skunks 13. Raccoons
14. Chipmunks 15. Prairie Dogs 16.
Roadrunners 17. Bald Eagles 18. California
Sea Lions 19. Canadian Geese Introduction
What Fun Are The Animals Of North America?
There are several animals that are native to
the great upper part of the Western hemishire. Yes, of course I am speaking of the
land mass known as North America. When
looking at all the animals that we have here
now it can seem like they have been here
forever, but that is not so. A lot of animals
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such as horses, pigs, goats, and cows came
over to this country from Europe just like
many of your families did a long, long time
ago. There are some animals however that are
native to this great country we call America.
One of our most feared furry friends is
native to this great continent. Have you ever
been camping? Well, if you have then these
guys may have been a concern for you while
you were resting up in that cozy tent. The
brown Bear is a native North American mammal
that can be found all over the west coast.
These guys have a high temper but will
usually leave you alone as long as you
respect their space. Have you ever heard
noises coming from the attic? Well, guess
what kids. It was in fact not a scary monster
that has it in for little boys. The creature
that was probably wrestling through your
Attic was none other than the North American
native raccoon. He was probably just hungry
and looking for a snack? That's why we see
them so often in our garbage. They don't care
so much about germs like us Humans do. Do you
ever notice an Icky smell during a long car
ride back home? Well, when you do it is
probably none other than the North American
Skunk. These guys are cute but don't let
their adorable looks fool you, they can make
you quite stinky if you get to close. When
you see an animal with black and white fur it
could be a skunk. It is always best to try
and keep your distance! Ever gotten hungry
and had a quick snack at McDonald's? Well,
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did you know that the beef they used could
either be from the European cow or it could
be from an American Bison? Both are
considered beef and can be sold as such. I
hope this has helped you see that many great
critters come from this land. Make sure that
you do the right thing by respecting their
environment!
BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK and INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'Hunger was a constant,
reliable friend in Mei Guo. She came second
only to loneliness.' In China she was the
daughter of professors. In Brooklyn her
family is 'illegal.' Qian is just seven when
she moves to America, the 'Beautiful
Country', where she and her parents find that
the roads of New York City are not paved with
gold, but crushing fear and scarcity. Unable
to speak English at first, Qian and her
parents must work wherever they can to
survive, all while she battles hunger and
loneliness at school. Thus begins an
extraordinary story that describes, in vivid
colours, days labouring in sweatshops and
sushi factories, nights scavenging the
streets for furniture, and the terrifying
moment when the family emerges from the
shadows to seek emergency medical treatment
for Qian's mother. Qian Julie Wang's memoir
is an unforgettable account of what it means
to live under the perpetual threat of
deportation and the small joys and sheer
determination that kept her family afloat in
a new land. Told from a child's perspective,
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in a voice that is intimate, poignant and
startlingly lyrical, Beautiful Country is the
story of a girl who learns first to live and then escape - an invisible life. 'A
powerful, gripping insight into the world of
an undocumented migrant in New York . . .
beautifully written, with vivid scenes that
linger in the mind long after finishing it'
Helena Merriman 'A story that needs to be
heard. Moving, beautiful, heartbreaking and
even funny . . . I never wanted it to end'
Philippa Perry 'Deeply compelling . . . I was
moved by the love and resilience of this
family thrust into darkness. The book casts
an urgent light on a reality that extends way
beyond America's borders' Hisham Matar,
author of A Month in Siena and The Return
'Astonishing . . . In restrained but
beautiful prose, Wang honours her family's
sacrifices, but alerts us to the urgent
realisation that they should not be
necessary' Nesrine Malik
A Kids' Guide to America's Bill of
RightsHarperCollins
Kids Are Americans Too
The O'Reilly Factor for Kids
Presidents Visual Encyclopedia
Growing Up with Privilege in a Racially
Divided America
Explore the Captivating History of the
American Revolution In an era where political
discourse is becoming increasingly polarized,
it is worth reflecting on the circumstances
of America's foundation. When the British
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colonists in America got tired of Great
Britain's rule, they rebelled against it.
This difficult period was the American
Revolution. The colonists fought against
their country of origin, England, and
demanded their independence in the
Revolutionary War. Once these colonies gained
freedom, they came together to form the
independent country of the United States.
Because of these strong men and women, the
United States was formed as a democracy, a
place where people were able to believe
whatever religion they chose, and a place
allowing for prosperity of all. Founding
Fathers and their brilliance created the
United States and gave it the foundation it
still sits on. History shapes the present,
and young learners must know about these
important periods that formed the land in
which they freely live in today. Let Dinobibi
guide you through a discovery of this
fascinating period of the road to
independence documented through the American
Revolution and the rise of the American
Republic So if you want to learn more about
the American Revolution, scroll up and click
the "add to cart" button!
Before you plan your family’s next vacation
to Maine's Acadia National Park, get some
help from a travel professional… and your
kids! The Kid’s Guide to Acadia National Park
lets the kids help plan your trip and guides
you as you explore one of America's most
popular national parks. Inside you’ll find
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kid-tested tips on where to go, where to eat,
what to see, and what to do in the park.
Along the way, your kids will be engaged by
reading and sharing fun facts and cool travel
tips. Awesome games and quizzes will keep the
family entertained, too. Fun for both
visiting and local kids.
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